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Chapter 28 1

What Games Do Scientists Play? Rationality 2

and Objectivity in a Game-Theoretic Approach 3

to the Social Construction of Scientific 4

Knowledge 5

Jesús Zamora-Bonilla 6

28.1 Introduction 7

In a series of papers (Zamora Bonilla 1999, 2002a, 2006a, b, c; Ferreira and Zamora 8
Bonilla 2006). I have been defending an economic, game-theoretic approach to the 9
understanding of the social construction of scientific knowledge; such an approach 10
would complement the traditional efforts in using insights and techniques from other 11
social sciences (esp. sociology and anthropology) to the idiosyncratic epistemic as- 12
pects of science, but would also have two fundamental virtues from a ‘rationalist’ 13
point of view: in the first place, the game-theoretic, rational-choice approach al- 14
lows to model in an explicit way the factors determining the scientists’ decisions, as 15
well as the interdependences between them, without dressing all this in a mystifying 16
rhetoric which tends to obscure the analysis more than to illuminate it (many will 17
say that the economic jargon can be no less mystifying and obscurantist than the 18
Foucauldian one so often employed in post-modern studies of science, but the dif- 19
ficulty of rational-choice analysis is of the same kind as that of mathematics and 20
logic: it serves, when used properly, the goal of making the inferential links of 21
our reasoning explicit and subject to criticism); secondly, instead of launching a 22
non-contestable accusation of lack of objectivity and rationality to the products and 23
methods of scientific research, economic models allow to clearly see what are the 24
specific shortcomings of certain ways research can be carried out (i.e., they permit 25
us to identify specific inefficiencies), and point towards those changes in the mod- 26
elled situations that would effectively improve the results that scientists are getting. 27
Stated in other words, a game theoretic analysis of the social construction of scien- 28
tific knowledge allows us not to renounce to the thesis that science is a pretty good 29
method of finding out objective and significant truths about the world, nor to the 30
claim that science is the product of typically human and social forces, nor to the goal 31
of discovering the possible shortcomings of science and, more importantly, of dis- 32
covering also some ways of overcoming them. I think the focus on the necessary 33
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formalisms I had to use in the papers quoted at the beginning may have precluded 34
these virtues being well appreciated enough, so I would like to take this opportunity 35
to state them in a clearer way. 36

28.2 The Elements of a Game-Theoretic Model of Science 37

Understanding the construction of scientific knowledge with the help of game theory 38
demands to adopt a cognitive style which is not frequent in science studies (though 39
it is employed more often in some areas of philosophy of science, in particular in 40
the more formal ones, like, e.g., Bayesianism). I am referring to the design of ab- 41
stract models. A formal model is an encapsulated argument, with which we just 42
try to prove that certain interesting conclusions follow (or do not follow) from cer- 43
tain reasonable premises. This argumentative style strongly contrasts with the more 44
usual practice of case studies, one that has flooded the literature in philosophy and 45
sociology of science for the last three decades. I have of course nothing to oppose to 46
that practice, and I recognise that a detailed view of how science is and has actually 47
been done is a precondition for a proper understanding of scientific knowledge, but 48
the case-study technology is essentially inductive, not too appropriate to illuminate 49
the regular mechanisms that make science to be the way it is, and the claims we 50
reach with it can hardly be generalised, as the diversity of conflicting views that 51
have actually been defended by means of case studies shows. However, I do not 52
propose to consider the game-theoretic approach to the social construction of scien- 53
tific knowledge as an alternative to case studies, but as a complement of it; the idea 54
is merely to take the case based literature as a corpus of descriptive, empirical facts 55
about science, using rational choice considerations as a tool for discovering theoret- 56
ical mechanisms (i.e., abstract models) that help us explain (partially, at least) why 57
science is the way those empirical descriptions say it is. 58

The basic principles that such an approach offers for our attempt to discover 59
this type of explanations are the following. In the first place, it points to scientists’ 60
actions as the basic elements of what has to be explained, i.e., why do scientists do 61
what they do, and in the way they do it; this does not mean that other aspects of 62
scientific constructs (e.g., the structure of theories, the connections between mod- 63
els and observations) fall out of the scope of a game-theoretic explanations, for we 64
can ask, say, why do scientists choose theories with a certain structure, or value mod- 65
els according to some connections with empirical facts. Secondly, a rational choice 66
approach forces to explicitly consider the goals scientists are pursuing through their 67
actions, as well as the information, capabilities and social mechanisms that allow 68
them to reach those goals to the extent they do it. Lastly, what a game theoretic 69
approach more characteristically adds to this is the idea that, as long as the actions 70
of other colleagues (or other relevant actors) influence the possible gains a scien- 71
tist can expect from her own decisions, the social situations that we will expect to 72
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observe will be what is traditionally known as a Nash equilibrium, i.e., a situation 73
in which the strategy each agent is choosing is a best response to the decisions the 74
other agents are making. 75

Just to illustrate the way in which a game theoretic approach can be applied to 76
traditional problems in philosophy of science, here are some examples of the kind 77
of questions we can pose: 78

Scientific standards: many philosophers have longly discussed the virtues a scien- 79
tific claim must have in order to become acceptable (e.g., ‘degree of confirmation’, 80
‘corroboration’, ‘verisimilitude’, ‘simplicity’, ‘predictive capacity’, and so on), but, 81
since these properties come in degrees, we can reasonably ask how do scientists 82
actually determine the minimum level of those virtues a claim must have so that its 83
acceptance by the community becomes ‘compulsory’; or, stated otherwise, when 84
will a ‘competing’ scientists be ‘forced’ to recognise that the claim proposed by a 85
rival is ‘right’. A game theoretic analysis will show that the fact that every possible 86
standard (or ‘quality level’) determines the chances a researcher has of ‘winning’ 87
the race for a discovery, is a sufficient reason for scientists to have a preference for 88
some particular standard over the other alternatives (cf. Zamora Bonilla 2002a). 89

‘Theory’ choice: Not all scientific claims within a field are ‘compulsory’ (in the 90
sense that, if you do not accept them, you will not be given your degree in chem- 91
istry, say; there are also claims it is compulsory not to accept them, in this sense), 92
but many are a matter of choice to some level. The famous ‘underdetermination of 93
theories’ thesis is just a formal justification of that practice, though its name is mis- 94
leading in that it does not only apply to real theories, but to any type of scientific 95
claim, from experimental reports to megaparadigms. The problem is that saying that 96
logic is not sufficient to determine the choice of a theory does not help us to know 97
what do these choices depend actually on: are these factors ‘social interests’, ‘cog- 98
nitive biases’, or just a matter of ‘mob psychology’? The game theoretic approach 99
allows to say that, as long as the profitability for a researcher of accepting a claim 100
depends on who else in her community is also accepting it, then the only stable sit- 101
uations will be those that constitute an equilibrium, in the sense that everybody is 102
making her best choice given the ones made by the rest. In general, there will only 103
be a few equilibria in each case, and sudden changes from a situation to other are 104
possible (‘scientific revolutions’?), but it is also possible to proof that, as long as the 105
profitability of accepting a claim depends even very partially on how good the claim 106
is according to the epistemic standards, then it can be expected that ‘better’ claims 107
will have a tendency to become more ‘popular’ as their epistemic quality improves 108
(cf. Zamora Bonilla 1999, 2006a, sec. 3). 109

The ‘construction’ of an empirical fact: It is almost a platitude from science studies 110
that the way in which empirical ‘discoveries’ are presented is the result of a ‘negoti- 111
ation’. This entails, at least, that an empirical finding can be presented in more than 112
one way. But this does not entail in any sense that all those ways are equally good 113
for every agent engaged in the ‘negotiation’; rather on the contrary, if they were 114
equally good, there will be no negotiation at all (which is usually costly), for the 115
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mere flip of a coin will be enough to select an interpretation or other. Game theoret- 116
ical modelling of the situation allows to see how the interests and preferences of the 117
different ‘negotiators’ induce a distinction between those interpretations that cannot 118
be the outcome of the negotiation, and those that can; it also shows some ways in 119
which the outcome can be judged as efficient or not, and, furthermore, it allows to 120
devise institutions that may improve those outcomes (cf. Zamora Bonilla 2006c). 121

28.3 The Epistemic Quality of Scientific Products 122

What makes a scientific theory, or model, or hypothesis, a good one from the scien- 123
tific point of view? The economic approach to the social construction of scientific 124
knowledge has just two insights to offer as a way to the answer of this question; 125
they are not very deep insights (as a matter of fact, they are nearly trivial), but they 126
are also controversial when examined from several philosophical or sociological 127
approaches to the matter, and furthermore, there is even a certain amount of ten- 128
sion between both ideas. The first insight consists in the claim that, since in the 129
game theoretic analysis we are assuming that scientists do rationally pursue their 130
goals (whatever these happen to be), we are then forced to assume that they will 131
also have a non negligible capacity for understanding what ‘sound reasoning’ is. In 132
other words: if they are wise enough to know how to navigate the ocean of their 133
social relationships in pursuit of resources, publications, and honours, they must 134
not be necessarily inept when trying to discover the laws governing a physical phe- 135
nomenon. The second, more important insight, is that the definition of the epistemic 136
quality of scientific products is basically not a question for the philosopher of sci- 137
ence (nor, for that case, for the sociologist or the economist of science), but for 138
scientists themselves, or, dare we to say, for citizens in general; i.e. de epistemicibus 139
gustibus non est disputandum. Real scientists will have some ‘epistemic utility func- 140
tion’, probably not everyone the same function, and the first role of the analyst of 141
science is, rather than that of proposing what this utility function should be, that of 142
discovering which one it is. The point is not to deny that many interesting things 143
can be analysed from a philosophical point of view about the epistemic virtues of 144
scientific items: what our approach precludes is just adopting a patronising atti- 145
tude towards these questions. After all, scientists are the society’s best experts in 146
the production and use of knowledge, and so, if some people know what knowledge 147
consists in and how to discriminate ‘good’ pieces of knowledge from not so good 148
ones, these are scientists. Perhaps they are not particularly good in making this prac- 149
tical knowledge explicit (actually, when scientists say what good science consists in, 150
they tend to do it worse than philosophers). We should concentrate, hence, on the 151
way that scientists’ behaviour ‘reveals’ what their actual criteria of ‘good scientific 152
practice’ are. But, how to do that? As a matter of fact, all the theories that have been 153
proposed by philosophers in order to explain the nature of scientific knowledge, its 154
virtues and its progress, and so that some methodological rules of ‘good science’ can 155
be derived from those theories, have been ‘refuted’ by showing that, in real scientific 156
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practice, researchers often do not behave as if they were pursuing those epistemic 157
goals and the methodologies derivable from them; for example, scientists are usu- 158
ally not ‘falsificationist’, nor ‘confirmationist’, but they also are not ‘anarchist’, nor 159
strict followers of the Lakatosian methodology of research programmes. A big part 160
of the debates of the last 50 years between the different schools in philosophy of 161
science has consisted in showing through historical or contemporary examples that 162
scientists don’t do what other rival philosophical theories assume they should be 163
doing. My suggestion is that, in these debates, almost all parts were right when they 164
were criticising the theses of the rivals (more or less like in politics), but partially 165
wrong when they were proposing a philosophical explanation of scientific practice. 166
So, the outcome of the debate must be seen as a rich corpus of empirical evidence 167
about how science is practiced, in which we should try to find out some regularities 168
about what scientists actually consider as good practices. 169

The fact that scientists behave in many different, often conflicting ways, is not an 170
argument against this goal: in every society there can be conflicting practices and 171
conflicting norms, both because people have different interests, values, and pref- 172
erences, and because they face different situations, incentives, and constraints. In 173
the case of science, it is not necessary to discover many norms that all scientists 174
in all times and places have considered appropriate; it would also be interesting to 175
show that, when certain specific conditions are given, then such and such norms of 176
‘good practice’ tend to be accepted. Our main goal as students of science should be, 177
once the historical evidence is organised in such a way, that of trying to answer the 178
following question: what hypothetical utility function explains in the best possible 179
way the acceptance of precisely these ideas of ‘good practice’ by part of real scien- 180
tits? Every economic model starts by making some reasonable assumptions about 181
the agents’ preferences, and game-theoretic models of science are not unlike the 182
rest. My hypothesis (obviously a very simplified one, for it is applied to very sim- 183
ple models, and also not too original) is that a typical scientist’s utility function has 184
two main components: a ‘social’ one, and an ‘epistemic’ one. The social component 185
can contain many different variables (income, control over resources, class interests, 186
political or human values, and so on), but the most important one is ‘recognition’: 187
scientists strive for being recognised by their colleagues as good, or even ‘excellent’ 188
practitioners of their disciplines; this creates an incentive to agree, within a scientific 189
community, on how a ‘good practice’ is defined, i.e., to agree on the ‘rules of the 190
game’, for, if such an agreement is lacking, ‘recognition’ becomes simply impos- 191
sible. The question (for scientists, nor for philosophers) is: what criteria to use in 192
order to determine those rules? I think that the more general, more basic rules, i.e., 193
those that allow to say that it is really a type of ‘science’ the game a community of 194
researchers are playing, and not literature, or music, or football, or car mechanics, or 195
politics, must be rather similar in all scientific communities (though they may have 196
very strong differences in the details), and must not suffer very significant changes 197
with the passing of time; so, by accepting these rules, scientists can not take into 198
account their own social goals (or at least, their private social goals; things like ‘so- 199
cial justice’ will be different, and perhaps also ‘class interests’, but I doubt it), for 200
it is impossible to know how the adoption of some methodological rules instead of 201
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others will affect their individual chances of getting recognition and things like that. 202
Stated differently, the more basic a scientific norm is, the more it will be chosen by 203
scientists ‘behind a veil of ignorance’, to use this well known Rawlsian metaphor. 204
Here it is, then, where the epistemic elements of the scientists’ utility function enter, 205
in determining the choice of what an appropriate criterion of ‘good science’ is. 206

A hypothetical epistemic utility function, that tries to explain the prevalence of 207
certain very basic and general criteria of preference over ‘theories’ (criteria that, 208
as we have seen above, are in apparent mutual conflict), is the one I offered in 209
my own research on verisimilitude, where this notion was explained not as ‘objec- 210
tive closeness to the full truth’, but as ‘perceived closeness to what we empirically 211
know about the truth, weighted by the perceived amount of information this em- 212
pirical knowledge contains’. In formulae: Vs(H,E) D [p(H&E)/p(HvE)][1/p(E)] D 213
p(H,E)/p(HvE), whereH is a model or theory, E is the relevant empirical evidence, 214
and p is a Bayesian, subjective probability function, which allows for different sci- 215
entists attaching different degrees of verisimilitude to the same theories; this does 216
not condemn scientists to relativism, for the shared form of their epistemic utility 217
function guarantees that they will agree on certain conditions under which a theory 218
is necessarily better than another (e.g., if H entails H 0, and both entail E, then H 0 219
will be judged to be better thanH ), and these conditions will give us the ‘criteria’ of 220
epistemic preference we were looking for. A more sophisticated measure assumes 221
thatE is structured as a set of known empirical regularities, and verisimilitude is de- 222
fined then as the maximum perceived closeness to one subset of those regularities. 223
(Cf. Zamora Bonilla 1996, 2000 and 2002b). 224

28.4 Epistemic Efficiency and Scientific Institutions 225

One thing is to define what the quality of a scientific item consists in, and a very 226
different thing is to determine how good that item is according to that definition of 227
quality. The point made in the previous section amounts to saying that scientists will 228
know better than the rest of us the answers to those questions (though they will not 229
tell us those answers: we shall have to get them by studying scientists’ behaviour), 230
but, even if they agree on what a good theory, model, hypothesis, experiment, etc., 231
is, this does not guarantee by itself that the actual outputs of society’s investment in 232
scientific research are of a ‘high epistemic quality’. This depends on a number of 233
variables, the effort and talent of individual scientists not being the least, but an es- 234
sential factor is also the efficiency of the scientific institutions. I will not refer here to 235
their economic efficiency, though I admit this is a topic of fundamental importance, 236
but will restrict myself to discuss the epistemic efficiency: do scientific institutions 237
work in such a way that ‘high quality’ outputs tend to be produced? In order to il- 238
lustrate how the game-theoretic approach can offer some answers to this question, I 239
will briefly examine in turn the three examples given at the end of Section 28.2. 240
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Scientific standards: The process of collectively choosing a model, hypothesis, etc., 241
as the right solution of a scientific problem demands, as we have seen, that the rel- 242
evant community has agreed on certain standards specifying the minimum level of 243
epistemic quality the solution must have. Will scientists choose a ‘low’ standard, or 244
a ‘high’ one? Of course, this question only makes sense in comparison with some 245
independent criterion of ‘lowness’ or ‘highness’, and the most helpful one is just 246
that of individual scientists’ epistemic preferences: imagine that an ‘individual’ re- 247
searcher (in the sense that she is not competing with other colleagues for the solution 248
of her problem, but wants just to find out the solution for its own cognitive sake) has 249
to decide when will she be satisfied with the number and variety of tests a solution 250
has passed in order to be accepted by her; so, her choice in this ‘isolated’ situation 251
will give us a certain epistemic benchmark (I would suggest to science students, and 252
particularly to those more sympathetic to relativism, to ask themselves what stan- 253
dard would they choose in a similar situation : : : perhaps it is not very different from 254
the scientists’ standard, but, even if it is, it would be nice to have some arguments 255
about why both standards are not the same). The interesting thing about the mod- 256
els presented in Zamora Bonilla (2002a) and Ferreira and Zamora Bonilla (2006) is 257
that they show that the collective choice in the case of a competitive search for the 258
solution generates a standard of quality that is higher than the one that most individ- 259
ual scientists would have chosen if they only cared about epistemic considerations, 260
not about recognition! That is, the search of solutions in a competitive environment 261
ends in having solutions epistemically better (according to scientists’ own criteria 262
of epistemic goodness) that those that would have been chosen in the absence of a 263
competitive pressure. By the way, perhaps they are ‘too’ good, in the sense that we, 264
citizens, would be content with a little bit worse solutions, if this allowed to have 265
solutions to more problems. But the point of my argument is just showing that, from 266
an epistemic point of view, there is no point in saying that the pursuit of recognition 267
leads to scientific claims that are not ‘good enough’ on the average. 268

Theory choice: As we saw in Section 28.3, if the acceptance of a scientific claim 269
by an individual scientists depends on which ones of her colleagues also accept the 270
same claim, it can be the case that more than one ‘social situation’ (i.e., a description 271
of who accepts and who rejects the claim) is possible. For example, it can be the case 272
that the hypothesis H being accepted by a 20% of the community is an equilibrium 273
(i.e., everybody is happy with her choice, given the choices of the colleagues) and 274
that a 70% is also an equilibrium; which one of both equilibria is the actual one will 275
depend on historical causes. This seems to constitute, by itself, a reason in favour of 276
certain degree of relativism: the scientific consensus is what it is, but with the same 277
amount of information and the same social relations it could have been a different 278
one (it is, however, a limited relativism, for there are more states that are not an 279
equilibrium, than states that are possible equilibria). But the situation is still worse: 280
for imagine that H 0 is a hypothesis that all the members of the community agree 281
that is better than H . It can be proof that, in a case like this, for every equilibrium 282
of the worse hypothesis there will be an equilibrium of the better one which is more 283
inclusive than the former; so, it can be the case that the equilibria for H 0 are 30% 284
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and 80% respectively. So,H might be accepted by a 70% of the community, andH 0 285
by a 30%, in spite of everybody agreeing thatH 0 is better. Contrarily to the analysis 286
of the past example, this is a case where the game theoretic analysis can show that 287
the interaction between researchers can lead to an epistemic inefficiency. The good 288
news are that it can also be proved that, the better becomes a hypothesis (e.g., for 289
having been confirmed by new data), it does not only happen that its equilibria go 290
upwards, but smaller of them are disappearing, till in the end only one equilibrium, 291
close to unanimity, remains. So, the growth of empirical knowledge can solve by 292
itself those epistemic inefficiencies. 293

The ‘construction’ of an empirical fact: Suppose you have performed an experi- 294
ment, and are planning to report its result in a paper. It is now a platitude within 295
science studies that you will have at least some possible choices, for ‘facts do not 296
speak for themselves’, but need to be ‘interpreted’. For example, you can report 297
the result as a ‘very important’, unexpected finding, which forces your community 298
to look for a novel explanation, or you can present it as something uncontrover- 299
sial. The problem you face is that, the more ‘radically’ you interpret your result, 300
the less ‘credible’ it will be, i.e., the less ‘well confirmed’ by the experimental data 301
you present will be from the point of view of your colleagues. As we saw above, the 302
mere existence of many alternatives does not show that ‘all of them are equal’: it can 303
certainly be the case that some of them are ‘better’ than others in specific senses; for 304
example, some can be better from the epistemic point of view, whereas others (or, 305
if scientists are fortunate enough, the same ones) are better from the point of view 306
of the social elements of the researchers’ preferences; it can also be the case that 307
some options are clearly better for some researchers, whereas other claims are bet- 308
ter from the point of view of other colleagues. This plurality of valuations has not to 309
be confused with some kind of ‘fundamental indifference’: game-theoretic models 310
analyse precisely those situations in which people have different interests, and de- 311
termine what choice they will make in those cases; and, by comparing the outcome 312
determined by these choices with the value that other outcomes would have had for 313
the agents themselves, the models allow to evaluate the efficiency of the interaction. 314
It is also possible for the analyst to select the values or preferences she would like to 315
be enhanced in that interaction (think of her as a science policy maker, for example, 316
or just as a mere epistemologist), and then to think about ways of changing the way 317
the agents interact, so that the chance of getting a ‘better’ result is bigger. In the case 318
I’m discussing now, what can be proved is that, as long as the ‘readers’ of the paper 319
the experimentalist is writing value her claim according to a positive function both 320
of the result’s ‘novelty’ and of its ‘credibility’, but the author of the paper simply 321
wants that the most possible novel claim is accepted, and as long as there is a nega- 322
tive correlation between novelty and credibility, then authors will have an incentive 323
to interpret the results of their experiments in the least possible credible way that 324
is compatible with the results’ acceptance. This means that, if authors were given 325
a full liberty to describe their experiment in the way they preferred (do not forget 326
we are assuming that they are choosing only between descriptions which are legiti- 327
mate according to the methodological rules of the community), all the ‘gains’ to the 328
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scientific community from the interaction between authors and readers would go to 329
the authors, and these gains will be in the form of ‘social’, not ‘epistemic’ values. 330
It is reasonable to expect that communities will have designed some institutional 331
ways of framing that interaction in such a way that epistemic gains are higher, e.g., 332
by standardising the forms of interpreting experimental results, or by making peer 333
review processes more severe. 334

28.5 Conclusion 335

Is science ‘rational’? Is scientific knowledge ‘objective’? The game theoretic ap- 336
proach suggests that these questions can be better rephrased in the following way: 337
Are scientific methods and scientific institutions efficiently ‘designed’ (or have they 338
appropriately evolved) to provide us the best possible knowledge of the world, ac- 339
cording to scientists’ epistemic values? And, do you find the epistemic goals of 340
scientists appropriate? If the answer to the last question is ‘yes’, then a positive an- 341
swer to the first question must be enough for satisfying (to a reasonable extent) our 342
doubts about the rationality and objectivity of science; if the question to the first 343
answer where negative, then we might employ the game theoretic approach to find 344
where is that scientific institutions are failing, and how they can be improved. On 345
the other hand, if your answer to the second question is not, i.e., if you think that 346
scientist should pursue a different set of epistemic goals, then what you owe us is 347
a specification of what these other goals should be, and game theoretical models of 348
science can help you to discover how science should be organised in order to pro- 349
mote the epistemic values that you prefer. My own judgment is that, if I am right in 350
my hypothesis that something similar to the verisimilitude function I summarised 351
in Section 28.3 rightly describes the epistemic values of real scientists, then most 352
branches of science are leading us to have progressively more and more theories and 353
models that describe, predict and understand better and better an increasing number 354
of empirical facts about the world, and this is the maximum I personally can ask 355
from the epistemic point of view. 356
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